Educational
Value:






Potted
Gnomes

colour sorting
spatial learning
recognition
pattern recognition
tabletop bowling
imaginative play

By M.D. Handfield Designs Inc.

Included in
Set:


6 peg doll gnomes



6 pots



2 balls



1 canvas bag



Idea booklet

Recommended
for ages 2+
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Imaginative Play
. Children Learn best through imaginative
play.
By allowing free play with the set, children
can come up with all sorts of ideas on their
own of how to play. With the ability to freely
explore, you might find yourself being
entertained by a circus, pirates or more.

Pattern Recognition
Colour Sorting and
Learning
Basic Colours
Say the colour name and have child
repeat it
Basic Colour Matching
Have child put the peg dolls in their
matching pots
Colour Mixing
Have child sort primary colours from
secondary colours.
Primary colours: red, blue yellow
Secondary colours:
orange (red mixed with yellow)
purple (red mixed with blue)
green (yellow mixed with blue)
Colour Opposites
put opposite colours together
according to the colour wheel.
Customize in Almost No Time
Think a document that looks this
good has to be difficult to format?
Think again! To easily apply any text

Spatial Learning Recognition
In/Out/Front/Back/ Left/Right/Above/Below
Have child put peg dolls in the proper positions
relating to their pots.

Tabletop Bowling
Set the peg dolls up as pins and practice
bowling away. Each player rolls 2 balls to try to
hit all pins down. Works best if you set them up
on one side of a coffee table or dining room
table and roll the balls from the other side. Use
the felt mat provided, to protect furniture.

Pots can be stacked in various ways. Use
the pictures provided and have the child
stack the pots in the same way as shown.
Then let them be creative and see what
other ways they can stack the pots.

